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ABSTRACT 

Charmed meson production is analysed in a free quark model. 

Arguments are given for the predominance of electromagnetic c-quark 

pair creation with subsequent q-quark association. F-meson produc- 

tion is not suppressed. Experimental tests of these findings are suggested 

in regions with and without resonances. 
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1. Introduction 

The recently discovered narrow states with energies near 2 GeV El1 in the 

final &ate channels Kr, K2n, K3n in e’e- initiated reactions are commonly 

interpreted as bound states of a charmed quark (c) and a lighter nonstrange 

quark (u or d, which we refer to generically as q-quarks) 1123. 

The experiments [l] reveal a new neutral state with mass 1865 rt 15 MeV/c’ 

which decays into Kr and K37r channels. In charm spectroscopy it is identified 

with the s-wave singlet state D”E(c$ [2]. More recent data also give clear 

evidence for a peak at 1876 f 15 MeV/c’ in the charged K27r channels corre- 

sponding to the expected charmed mesons with charge D+=(c$ and D’=(Cd). In 

addition, the recoil spectra indicate that the D’s are produced predominantly in 

association with higher mass states around 2.0-2.2 GeV/c2, which have been 

identified in charm spectroscopy [2] with the anticipated charmed vector mesons 

D* corresponding to s-wave spin-triplet states. 

The experimental results and a number of their consequences have been 

discussed recently by DeRujula, Georgi and Glashow [3] and by Lane and Eichten 

[4]. Of particular interest is the striking predominance of the associated 

production of D* over D evident in the experimental data. Both groups of authors 

in refs. [3,4] qualitatively account for the D* predominance by assuming a 

sequential production of quark pairs in which the more massive cc combination 

is produced initially through the virtual photon and subsequently an uncorrelated 

pair of lighter quarks is produced having no direct interaction with the photon. 

The ratios of cross sections Db:Db*+ BD*:D*B = 1:4:7 for both neutral and 

charged cases are then obtained using the above assumptions, angular momentum 

conservation and the traditional method of counting statistical weights of the 

allowed final angular momentum states. An implicit assumption is also made 

that the electromagnetic coupling to each allowed spin state is equivalent. 
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Inthis paper we investigate the charmed meson production process in a rela- 

tivistic free quark model (fig. 1) which considers the general nature of the electro- 

-magnetic interactions with the quarks, but retains the simplifying assumptions of 

free constituents. We assume electromagnetic c-quark creation and subsequent 

q-quark association out of the vacuum (and vice-versa) by the intermediary of an 

‘object’ which is exchanged between the c-quark and the q-quark. This model per- 

mits determination of the form of the current amplitudes as well as investigation of 

the relative size of the form factors Fc and F . 
q 

We propose experimental tests to 

determine whether diagram (b) in fig. 1 contributes as much as diagram (a); they 

may also be used to separate the electric and magnetic (and even electric quadru- 

pole [5]) form factors and permit consistency checks. A resonance in the vicinity 

of 4.03 GeV has a distorted shape if there is a substantial nonresonating contribu- 

tion. It will enhance the Db* contribution below the resonance if there is positive 

resonance background interference and suppress it if there is negative interference; 

the opposite effect for the D*a* channel above the resonance is expected. 

2. Free Quark Model 

The pseudoscalar D-mesons are assumed to be represented by s-wave 

spin-singlet states, 

D+E L 
II 

IC,- 

J3 

Ic,+$ I& -;> 1 
Dar 1 IC, 

1Tz 

Ic,+i> IU, -+ 1 
(1) 

(2) 

where f l/2 corresponds to the quark helicities and the c, a-label represent the 
a 

internal quark quantum numbers. Similarly, the vector D*-mesons are assumed 

to be s-wave spin-triplet states 

+* D 1 1 
h=hl= IC, h5> ia, kT> 

+* D 1 I%- =- 
A=0 - 

J2 
II 

+> la,+;> + lc,+&iI, -$ 1 
(3) 

(4) 

where h is the meson helicity. 
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The meson electric current operator in configuration space is given in 

-term&of the quark fields by 

J” = ie [Qc $,r”+, + Q~?~P+~] (5) 

where Qc (Q,) are the charges of the charmed (light) quarks in units of e. 

Since the masses of the quarks are different we assume that both the c- and 

q-quarks in a given D or D* have the velocity of the meson center of mass. This 

implies for the c- and q-quark momenta kc and k q’ 

kc = kD 2 
D 

kq = kD 2 
D 

(6) 

where kD is the momentum of the charmed meson center of mass and mD =mD* = 

mc + mq is assumed throughout. This connection is appropriate since it yields 

the proper form for the mesonic electric current expected classically in terms 

of the quark charges, velocities and Dirac magnetic dipole moments. 

With the above assumptions the meson current matrix elements are given by 

<Db IJt” IO> = ;.kD. Qc.Fc O+Q .F (E) 
9 q (7) 

where the g-axis is taken along the D-meson and the lighter quark charge Qq and 

mass mq are determined by whether the Db is in the neutral or charged mode. 

Similarly for Db* we obtain for the nonvanishing matrix elements with D* 

helicity h-1 

< DD* A~*llJ90> = s.kD.ED(Qc.FiM)-Qa.F;M)) (8) 
a 

where EC and Eq are the quark energies. In the D*b*-case we have for the 

nonvanishing matrix elements corresponding to the meson helicity states 

<D* h=~l,~;=O~~~o> =G.kD.ED(Qc.FtM)+Q-.FtM) 
d-2 

C q q 
(9) 
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<D* A,*l,B~=*li~~o> = l.kD. j&c.FF)+~-.F(E) 
q 4 (10) 

= <D* AZ09 ~~=,lJ%~ 

From the explicit form of the meson electromagnetic currents we observe 

the following features: 

1) The proper threshold behaviour is insured by the D-meson momentum 

factor. 

2) In the nonrelativistic limit 

kD -“V =v =v- 
“D D c q (11) 

and we observe that the currents represented in eqs. (7) and (10) reduce to the 

form 

<Db IJ”lO> = <D& b;=,lIflO>+~ Qiyi 
i 

(12) 

and therefore correspond to purely electric currents. 

3) Similarly the currents represented by eqs. (8) and (9) can be seen to 

correspond to the magnetic part of the current arising from the Dirac magnetic 

dipole moments. 

4) The resulting form factors for photon c-quark coupling behave like 

The analogous form factors for the q-quarks, F (E) 
4 

and Fi”‘, are obtained by the 

inter change m ++ mC, 
q 

. the result indicates that they are suppressed like mq/mc, 

at least, with respect to the c-quark form factors. 

5) The above currents are in the form expected for the electromagnetic 

coupling of D and D* mesons. The invariant expansions for electromagnetic 
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Dn, Db* and D*b* production as well as the differential cross sections as func- 

tions-of the form factors are given in ref. [61. With the matrix elements given 

in eqs. (7)-(10) one easily determines the ratios of the integrated cross sections: 
I 

aDjj’uD@+jjD* ‘“pjj* ‘= (Qc$%~,~FJ)2: 

ED 
2 

4- 0 ED2 
mD 

QcFy)-Q-qFr))2:3 (QcFy)+QiFr) “, 4 mD 
) oi 

QcF y)+Q;Fr’)z 

(14) 

where kinematical factors due to phase space (with identical forms in all three 

processes) have been ignored here. Equation (14) implies that the cross section 

ratios are fixed by numerical factors due to spin and the square of the sum and 

difference of the quark charges times form factors. If F tE& F (M) 
C 

is assumed 
C 

and all q-quark contributions are ignored we are back at the 1:4:7 ratio of 

refs. [3,4]. In the extreme case of F (E, w and ,$E,M) . 
C q 

equal to the same func- 

tion of q2, we would find the ratios: 

OD+D-:O~D-*+D+*D-:O~"D-" = l:$:7 

(15) 

(16) 

for q2 around (2mD)2. Note that in this model of quasi-free quarks the quadru- 

pole form factor vanishes. 

3. Form Factor Size 

The -model presented above does not exhibit the full quark mass- 

dependence of the form factors since the dimension of an amplitude 

describing four fermion production is different from the dimension of an ampli- 

tude describing two boson production. Furthermore the study of different types 

of quark interactions is not practical. We therefore investigate the dependence 

of the form factors on the c-quark and q-quark masses in the model of fig. 2. 
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Such a picture is motivated by the Zweig-rule violating decay of $ - hadrons 

(fig. p, the interaction between c- and q-quarks is thought to be mediated by 

gluons [71 and their effect has been phenomenologically described by the 

sequential pole model [S], In the framework of these ideas we investigate the 

consequences of 

ments we vary, 

the exchange of an ‘object’ whose different spin-parity assign- 

The current amplitude reads 

+y d4Q, d4Q, T,C” 
<D’sl~IO> = const J 

2; AL 

- m (2q4 (2a)4 ;I @2 ’ 
i=l 

i -mf) 
I 

where the Qi are defined in fig, 2 and Tr’ abbreviates 

mions 0 By imposing the mass-shell constraint on the 

and 2 (3 and 5), eOgO, 

1 

QF-rnf 
--+ 5’(Qf - rnp) , 

we find 

(17) 

the trace of the loop fer- 

q-quark (c-quark) lines 1 

<D’sl?IO> = const 
-w dT 

I 

1 dT2 @(Cl) G2, TrP -- - - l 

-00 (2713~ (2~)~ ~(7~) ~(7~) (Q~-m~)(Q~-M$ 
(18) 

where 

?=(Qx,Qy) _is the momentum vector in the transverse plane (with respect to the 

D-meson CM-momentum) 0 If we now demand that the transverse momentum be 

cut off - this means we set simply (c,s) = 0 - we recover the earlier result in 

eqs. (6). 
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Evaluation of the trace for a scalar ‘object’ being exchanged gives the form 

factors 

4 m2m2 
FtE) = con& % .a . 

C q2 mD 

4 m2m2 
F(M) = const ?!- a . 1 

C q2 mD 

(19) 

(20) 

These results were obtained by using mD.+ = mD = mc+mq except in n (7) where 

mD has to be different in order to prevent divergence of the integrand in eq. (18). 

In order to study the influence of the spin we have determined the changes if a 

vector or pseudoscalar ‘object’ is exchanged. Calculations with a vector ‘object’ 

give almost the same results 

4 m2m2 
FcE) = const !%- 2 

C 2 
rl “D 

(211 

whereas the exchange of a pseudoscalar ‘object’ leads to a slightly different 

form. We here have 

4 m2m2 
$‘fE) = ConstM. c 

C 2 
q2 “D 

(22) 
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The main conclusions we draw from this simple picture are: 

- (i)- In the region q2 r4m2 D the q-quark form factor is substantially 

smaller than the c-quark form factor with Fq/Fc 5 (m,/mc). 

This result is mainly due to the off shel-1 propagator. of one of 

the quarks coupled directly to the photon. In the region 

q2 >> 4m& Fq is less suppressed in comparison to Fc. 

(ii) Application of this model to F, F*-production shows little 

change; in particular we find no (l/mq)4 behaviour [4] and - 

therefore predict F-production at similar rates as D-production. 

Phenomenology also teaches us that the production of particles comprised of 

more massive strange quarks is less likely in comparison to production of (u, d)- 

quark mesons. The assumption of a vanishing Fq then leads to the conclusion 

that the production ratios should be identical for charged and neutral channels. 

This seems to be at variance with the experimental results. 
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4. Momentum Dependence 

In the following we assume that all channels share the same form 

fac& Fc&,) and FqeD). These are strongly dependent on the 

charmed meson momentum kD which in turn is a function of q2 and the charmed 

meson masses m D and mD.+ . This feature does not emerge from our simple 

model presented above, but becomes immediately obvious if more complicated 

diagrams are studied and/or our simplifying assumptions are dropped. This 

property is also indicated by the experimental cross section ratio R(q2)= (T /o 
h P 

which in the region 3.8 -4.2 GeV can be fitted by resonances and a sum of 

terms [3,9 ] : 

3/2 Ws2) cc k,, kD = 
4q2 

‘1 (23) 

Note that kD depends sensitively on the charmed meson masses ml and m2. In 

order to fit the bumps at 3.9 GeV and 4.1 GeV simultaneously, assuming that 

they are due to Db* and D*n* threshold onsets with subsequent form factor 

damping, the value l?- 0.125 GeV2 is needed [9]. We stress that it is therefore 

not adequate to write the form factor as simply F(q2) since the charmed meson 

masses are ignored and the form factor varies strongly with changing momentum 

values kD(q2). The q2-dependence of the momenta for the final state channels 

DE, Dn* and D*b* are plotted in fig. 4. At a fixed q2 value the actual values 

of k D vary according;to the respective meson masses and therefore no compari- 
- 

son between different channels is possible. 

5. Form Factor Tests 

However a comparison of the production cross sections at equal 

kD-values permits interesting experimental tests. In this case the cross 

sections for common kD are compared at their corresponding center of mass 
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energies 

c,,&) 9 aD@.(s2) 9 aD*+3) (24) 

(fig. 4; The above assumption Fq << F c may now be investigated by considering 

the combination 

CTD”+3) -oDjj&) - 3UD@1) cc Fc-Fq N 0 

which should be small for any momentum value. This relation might even be 

used to predict the cross section shape of one of the three channels if the s- 

dependence of the other two channels is known. Note that this method can be 

applied to neutral and charged D-production separately and therefore permits 

checks of consistency of our assumptions. One should however keep in mind that 

the quadrupole form factor is ignored in our model and thus an experimentally 

nonvanishing value has to be either due to F - Fc or F 
q 

(&)#O which would signal 

nonnegligible binding forces between the c- and the q-quark. Another test of the 

above assumption is to compare the cross section for charged and neutral D- 

production. For example 

“DoDO* (‘2) 3 2 Fc+ +FU Fu+Fd 
oD+D-*(si) = $Fc _ + Fd 

El+ F 
C 

(26) 

is expected to deviate from unity if the q-quark creation with subsequent c-quark 

association is substantial. Again the cross section values are determined at 

energies s2 and sh where the momenta kD of the two channels are equal. Further 

tests can be thought of along this line of reasoning. 

We now assume that the c-quark contribution dominates and diagrams (b) in 

fig. 1 can be ignored. We noticed earlier, that there are electric, magnetic dipole 

(W and electric quadrupole couplings which we describe by the form factors Fc , 

F(M) 
C 

and F(&) . 
C 

In the free quark model the electric quadrupole contribution 

vanishes and we here assume that it is small even in the realistic case of inter- 

acting quarks. With this assumption, we may determine the ratio of the 
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magnetic to electric form factors by considering the combination 

h 

(+?j” (‘3) 
,p)’ E 2 

‘TDij(S1) - 3a 4 I to FrE) < 
C 

(27) 

where the shape of Fc (M) (kD) is determined by aDB.+; again this method can be 

applied to the charged and neutral cases separately. It is obvious that a number 

of further relations can be constructed to extract form factor information in 

this manner [lo]. Note that these methods are only applicable if the following 

assumptions are satisfied: 

(i) No resonance may be present in the energy range where the size 

of the form factors are determined. 

(ii) The electric quadrupole coupling must be negligible. 

6. Resonances 

. . . - So far we have not taken into account the possibility that the 

electromagnetically produced cc-pair can form resonances at specific energies 

which subsequently decay into charmed mesons; we therefore have to consider 

contributions, of the iype shown in fig. 5. In the form factors they lead to a 

resonance part Rc in addition to the background parts Bc and Bq (fig. 2): 

Fc = Rc+Bc , 
Fq=B * q (28) 

If Bq is nonnegligible, the sum of the background contributions changes substan- 

tially as we go to different channels. This manifests itself in a different inter- 

ference pattern between the resonance and the background. If Bq is negligible, 

the resonance shape is unaffected. A strong negative background contribution 

B E Qc* Bc+Qs. Bq suppresses the resonance shape at its lower end and enhances 

it at its upper end whereas the effect is reversed if B gives a strong positive 

contribution. This behaviour is illustrated by the diagrams in fig. 6. Figure 6(a) 

shows the threshold onset of the DC, Dn* and D*B* channels due to a nonresonating 
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background (fig. l(a)) with a subsequent universal form factor damping of the 

form sxp -k$ . i 1 Figure 6(b) gives the cross section behaviour with a reso- 

nance at 4.03 GeV (width -30 MeV) and no background. - In figs. 6(c) and 6(d) 

the interference pattern,appears clearly, with a- destructive interference at the 

lower end of the resonance (fig. 6(c)) due to a strong negative background and 

a constructive interference at its upper end. In fig. 6(d) the background con- 

tribution is strongly positive and therefore gives the opposite effect. The 

momentum dependence of the resonance residue and the background are assumed 

to be universal as given above. Our numerical calculations show the following 

results: 

1) Assuming an equal form factor damping for all channels, one can 

not reproduce the equal size of the recoil bumps due to the Db* 

and D*n* channels [9] (see below) 0 

2) If the q-quark contribution is substantial, the resonance shape in 

charged and neutral D-pair production appears with different dis- 

tortions at its lower or upper ends [11]. 

3) In the resonance region, the cross sections for different D- 

production channels are more favorably compared at fixed q2- 

values (instead of kD) keeping however in mind that a strong 

kD-dependence of the resonance residue functions might sub- 

stantially influence the results. 

7. Recoil Spectra ’ 

Analysis of the recoil spectra using the momentum dependence of the form 

/ factor in section 4 reveals 

R 
DOE0 

:R :R DO~O*+jSODO* Do*j50* = 1 : 4.5 : 0.7 0 
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The DB* mode clearly outweighs the D*B* mode by a factor 6 at ECM = 4.028 

GeV, w?ch is in disagreement with the experimental Do recoil spectrum; it 

predicts equal amounts of D*B* and DB* production, roughly. Several explana- 

tions for this discrepancy have been suggested I$] ; we mention the onset of the 

DE** threshold [ 111, the uncertainty of the D-meson masses, and others, 

Model calculations 141 using nonrelativistic Bethe-Salpeter approximations 

have shown that at small kD values the form factors vary substantially with 

changing momentum kD and it is therefore of no surprise that data show such 

behaviour ., 

We would like to add a brief comment on the widths of the bumps in the re- 

coil spectrum. As the CM energy increases the recoil bumps, due to reflec- 

tion, become broader; their lower boundaries vary relatively little, whereas 

their upper boundaries increase. The amount of broadening depends on the 

exact masses of D and D* (see fig. 7), in particular at larger values of ECM. 

The widths of the recoil peaks thus provide further checks. 

8. Conclusions 

In this paper we have investigated the size of the c- and q-quark form fac- 

tors in a free quark model and found theoretical arguments for the suppression 

of Fq in comparison to FcO We indicated experimental tests for this finding 

which also could be used to determine the electric, magnetic dipole and electric 

quadrupole form factors. A resonance at 4.03 GeV is distorted in its shape if 

a nonnegllgible background contribution exists; the distortion differs for differ- 

ent D-pair production channels if the background is mainly due to the q-quarks. 
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While this work was completed we learnt of the papers in refs. [ 51 and [ll]. 

The authors in ref. [ll] assume the most general invariant expansion for the 

current amplitudes of Db, DD* and D*b* production and attempt at a fit of the 

abnormally large .D*b* recoil spectrum by a resonance around 4.03 GeV. They 

assume equal contribution of all light quark form factors which slowly vary as 

q2 increases and parametrize the form factors of the charmed quarks by a 

Breit-Wigner ansatz without any momentum dependence; there is no interplay 

between a term describing the threshold onset with subsequent momentum 

dependent falloff and a resonance term. 

The paper in ref. [ 51 presents an analysis of the amplitudes for Dn, DD* 

and D*b* using the helicity formalism and relates the helicity amplitudes to the 

form factors; the paper ignores the strong momentum dependence of the form 

factors as stressed in section 4 of this paper. 

After completion of this work a number of related papers appeared. In 

ref. [ 121 the helicity formalism is used to determine the d-wave contribution of 

the charmed quark pair which in this work is ignored since we consider quasi- 

free (cq) mesons. 

The substantial enhancement of the DB*-channel around 4.03 GeV has been 

speculated as being due to four-quark molecules [13]; however the experimental 

results do not support such hypothesis. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

D-pair production in e+e- annihilation in the free quark model with (a) the 

photon coupling to the c-quarks and (b) to the q-quarks . 

c-quark and-q-quark interactions in the free quark model. 

The decay of 21) into hadrons using the sequential pole description of the 

charmonium picture. 

4. D-meson momenta as a function of the (CM-energy)2. 

5. D-pair production via a resonating &pair. 

6. D-pair production in e+e- annihilation supposing (a) a nonresonating back- 

ground, (b) a resonance at 4.03 GeV and their possible interference (c) 

and (d). 

7. Kinematical upper and lower limits of the reflection bumps in the in- 

variant mass spectrum as a function of the CM-energy and the D-meson 

masses. Curve 1: m 
DO 

= 1,865 GeV, m 
D 

o* = 2.007. 

- Curve 2: m 
DO 

= 1.880 GeV, m 
D 

o* = 2.027. 

Curve 3: m 
DO 

= 1,850 GeV, m 
D 

o* = 1.987, 
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